
HAAM GROUP - Friends of Bill W. 

Please do go to our web page at http://members.cox.net/k6lx/haam.htm  
There you will find our schedule and also, hyperlinked, are a couple of articles on the history of HAAM Group. 
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First Issue of HAAM News  
We have never tried writing a newsletter before, so if this 
is any good at all, I have a favor to ask. Do not tell any of 
the other organizations to which I belong that I did this. I 
don’t want to get volunteered into anything more than I 
have on my plate right now. 

The development that got me to this point was the 
upcoming AA World International Convention event in San 
Antonio in July 2010.  But first, -- a little history. 

                            

The Conventions of 2000 
and 2005 
 
Our last two AA Conventions were held in Minneapolis 
(2000) and in Toronto (2005). At each of these we were 
able to obtain a Hospitality Suite in the main convention 
hotel for the use of our HAAM Group. We put up a pretty 
good show of QSL cards from the members of this Group. 
The display was mounted or staged right near the door of 
our Suite and drew a lot of interest. 
 
As an aid to communications, we were able to get the 
exclusive use of a local repeater in each of these venues 
by which those of us with 2-meter HTs could easily check 
in now and then to see what was going on. 
 
 

Eyeball for our Members 

More importantly, there, at the Suite, many of our 
members were able for the first time to have a person-to-
person meeting with other members some of whom they 
has had many an on-the-air exchange over the years. 

I recall vividly how surprised I was at some ot these first 
eyeballs, and how the strange face melted into the image I 
had from only the voice. 

San Antonio, Texas -- 2010 
So, why get excited about this now? You would be 
surprised at the lead time AA Hdqtrs. has on these 
conventions.  I found out before that we have to get our 
oar in for the Suite pretty early.  I have the name of the 
coordinator for the Convention and his direct telephone 

line. I haven’t reached him yet, but will no doubt this week.  

Meanwhile, what about our contacts with the HAAM 
members? George, KE5EGR, has been keeping the roster 
for the last couple of years for which we are thankful. But, 
he has had to leave for other purposes and has not been 
available lately. So, I’ve again picked up the roster and 
gotten some inputs from Gary W0SDI and Doug AB5FG 
for recent checkins. These I have cludged into a database 
of 157 names at present and I don’t think we have many 
duds. I don’t think we missed many either. 

What we do have is a long list of persons who check in a 
time or two but can’t find the propagation to support a 
satisfactory contact. Often, they can’t hear what is said by 
others either. 

While Gary and Joe, and lately Doug AG5FG have done a 
yeoman’s job of covering our frequencies, we just can’t be 
there all the time and we can’t hear everyone ourselves.  
 

Propagation and QSOnet 
A new net comes to our aid.  QSOnet.com is a VOIP 
protocol dedicated to amateur radio use. As you can see 
from our web page (reproduced over side) we meet there 
one hour before our regular net time. Moreover, the quality 
of the transmission is better than a telephone. It also 
provides the ability to concurrently transmit photos for 
some additional information and enjoyment. You need a 
Windows computer, speaker and microphone. 

Sam VE4KS, George VE1GAB, Maury W9FBC, Tom 
G4UGR, Doug AB5FG and myself show up much of the 
time. How ‘bout you? Register (free for awhile) and join in. 

 Members EMAILS  

I mentioned our roster before. Here is the problem. I would 
love to send out information to everyone that is interested 
by email. It’s very cheap to do; it’s effective. This 
newsletter will be send to those of you from whom I have 
an email address in the roster. 

Please forgive us if you sent your email and it got lost in 
the shuffle. Send it again. 

I am sending this newsletter by snail mail to all for whom I 
do not have an email address. So, if this arrived in your 
mailbox, -- PLEASE REPLY DIRECTLY TO ME BY EMAIL 
WITH A SHORT EMAIL FROM WHICH I CAN COPY 
YOUR ADDRESS INTO THIS DATABASE. 

Robert Block,  K6LX   

r.block@cox.net 


